
ZF Aftermarket will be one of

many leading OE suppliers

bringing their cutting edge technical

training, to the inaugural Autoinform

LIVE event in Ireland this April.

Technicians and garage owners

attending this unique training

weekend, will have the opportunity to

talk to ZF technical experts and attend

interactive training courses on High

Voltage Electrical systems and

Automatic Transmission Servicing,

Maintenance and Diagnostics.

Wayne McCluskey, technical training

manager, ZF Aftermarket says, “For the industry,

it’s truly great news that Autoinform LIVE is

widening its reach to communicate the training

message. Put bluntly, if today’s technicians don’t

invest now in the training necessary for the

vehicles of the future, they won’t be able to

service and repair them, leaving the door open for

those who can and compromising the integrity of

the IAM.”

The two training courses on offer from ZF

Aftermarket will be repeated at intervals

throughout the show and will give delegates a

taste of the many IMI accredited courses the

organisation offers annually, to members of its ZF

[pro]Tech garage workshop concept. 

Wayne added, “More Vehicle Manufacturers

are producing more electric vehicles, which will

soon enter the aftermarket supply chain.

Licensing regulations governing the servicing of

these vehicles is also a very real possibility. Those

attending the ZF High Voltage Electrical course

will gain a valuable insight into these systems. In

addition, those working with petrol, diesel and

hybrid vehicles can better understand how to

maximise workshop oil opportunities by attending

the Automatic Transmission Servicing, (ATS)

Maintenance and Diagnostics course.”

Backed by the Original Equipment Suppliers

Aftermarket Association (OESAA) and in

association with ADS, the leading automotive

training provider founded by Frank Massey,

Autoinform LIVE will take place on 27-28 April

2019 at the Munster J&S Automotive Training

Centre, Little Island, Cork.  
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febi has highlighted the extensive range

and high quality it has to offer in the oil

pump product sector.

Even the very best engine oil cannot

perform to its optimum level, if the oil

pump is in any way faulty. An oil pump

ensures continuous engine lubrication,

supplying any moving parts with the exact

quantity of oil. This not only reduces any

friction and abrasion, but due to high

performing heat dissipation, cools the

stressed engine components and protects

them from overheating.

However, detecting a faulty oil pump

is not always easy. Some indicators are; if

the low oil pressure light comes on, if the

engine is making abnormally loud tapping

noises and high engine temperature.

Although oil pumps are designed to be

durable, their exposure over time to heat,

vibrations and other factors can lead to

stress fractures and corrosion.

A faulty oil pump results in engine

lubrication being interrupted and can

result in internal engine damage. When it

comes to replacement, ensuring quality of

the component is vital. febi bilstein

manufactures its own oil pumps in-house

at its advanced German production facility,

adhering to the most stringent testing

processes.

The febi range of oil pumps matches

OE quality and can also saves garages time

by providing convenient replacement kits.

Where the dealer sourced pump will often

be supplied as separate components, febi

bilstein has over 200 high-quality oil

pumps with many supplied as complete

kits.

Information, specification and
detailed images of the entire range of
oil pumps can be found at:
partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com.

febi’s oil pump
range keeps
engines healthy

ZF Aftermarket brings expert training to
Autoinform 
LIVE Ireland

Wayne McCluskey, technical training manager, ZF Aftermarket

Sat 27th & Sun 28th April
Book Now on 01-905-9500 +3

Question: A 2012 Volkswagen Passat 1.6 TDi
is in our workshop and has an engine judder at

idle when the air conditioning is operating. We

have carried out some basic checks on the air

and fuel systems and checked for stored

trouble codes, none were

present. Can you help?

Answer: Yes, we are
aware of this fault affecting

1.6 TDi Passat models with

CAYC engine code. The

cause is due to a faulty fuel

pressure regulator control

solenoid. Fit a new fuel

pressure regulator control

solenoid, located on the fuel

rail Fig.1.1. Carry out a road test to ensure the

engine judder has been eliminated.

Volkswagen Passat: Engine judder at idle

See you at Little Island, Cork


